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Wednesday, June 12, 2019
11:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.
2:45 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Conference Registration Desk Open
Strolling Lunch in the Exhibit Hall
Exhibit Hall Open
Welcome and Opening Remarks
Opening Session - The DNA of Great Leadership – Adam White
Break in Exhibit Hall
General Session - Only in Healthcare – Cameron Cox, III, MHA, FACMPE
Opening Reception in the Exhibit Hall
Dinner and activities

Thursday, June 13, 2019
7:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
7:00 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.
7:30 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m. - 9:45 a.m.

Conference Registration Desk Open
Florida MGMA Collaborative Committee Meeting
Buffet Breakfast in Exhibit Hall
Exhibit Hall Open
Breakout Sessions
- The Science of Management – A Scientific Approach to Decision Making – Cameron Cox, III, MHA, FACMPE
- Physician Burnout – Brandt Jewell
- Analyzing a Payer Offer and Modeling Counter Offers – Penny Noyes
9:45 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Break with Exhibitors
10:30 a.m. - 11:45 a.m. Breakout Sessions
- Considerations Before Walking Away from a Payer/Network Agreement…and How to Do It – Penny Noyes
- Blending the Changing Types of Physicians in Your Practice – Brandt Jewell
- Expense Management & the Cost of an Appointment – Cameron Cox, III, MHA, FACMPE
11:45 a.m. - 12:45 p.m. Buffet Lunch
12:45 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Breakout Sessions
- Sexual Harassment: Their Time is Up! – Aime Remington, J.D.
- Serving the Millennial Patient – Lee Katherine Ayerhart, MHA, CMPE
- Emergency Planning – Preparing Your Practice for a Natural Disaster or Other Emergency –
		 Dave Gans, MSHA, FACMPE
2:00 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.
Break with Exhibitors
2:45 p.m. -3:45 p.m.
Breakout Sessions:
- Building an All-Star Team – Chastity Werner, CMPE, RHIT, CRCR, NCP
- Employment Law - The Times are a Changin’… This ain’t your Daddy’s Workplace – Aime Remington, J.D.
- Redefining Diversity and Exercising Inclusion – Daniel Juday, M.Ed
3:45 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Break
4:00 p.m. - 5:00p.m.
Breakout Sessions
- The Changing Face of Customer Service – Jennifer Thompson
- Fundamentals of an Operational Assessment – Chastity Werner, CMPE, RHIT, CRCR, NCP
- Florida Legislative Update – Bryan Campbell

Friday, June 14, 2019
7:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
7:00 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.
7:30 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.
8:30 a.m. - 9:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.
11:45 a.m.

Conference Registration Desk Open
Local Chapter Board Member Breakfast				
Buffet Breakfast
General Session – MGMA Washington Update – Drew Voytal
Break
General Session – The Passion of the Playmaker and the Secrets of World Class Competitors –
David Holloway
Business Meeting / Grand Prize Drawing
Adjournment

Conference Speakers
The DNA of Great Leadership - What causes
a leader to succeed or fail? What are the
characteristics of an influential leader? What
separates an average leader from one that will
be remembered? In this powerful keynote on
the DNA of an Influential Leader, Adam teaches
the power of influence and the characteristics of an influential
leader. He will also share with the audience how they can use
influence to make an impact on the lives of others. Permission vs.
Position Leadership - The foundation of Leadership is built upon
relationships. Learn the principles of leading by permission and not
position. He will talk about Influential Leadership Characteristics
which are timeless and priceless leadership qualities that never go
out of style. Mastering these characteristics is a virtual guarantee
to leadership success. Self-less Leadership includes the value of
placing others first, and the power of self-less leadership to get
buy-in, cooperation, and support. You will learn the 3 types of
communication and which one is the most influential in human
behavior. Adam White, Professional Speaker, Purpose Driven
Leadership, Novi, MI.
Only In Healthcare - This presentation encourages
us to take a moment and giggle at ourselves and
our crazy industry. One of the funniest events in the
life of a healthcare administrator is attempting to
explain how our world works ... such as explaining
that our charges aren’t really our charges, but
our allowables are the allowables. And they always don’t get
allowed because they may not have been authorized unless we
remembered to add a modifier. This presentation is a way for us to
breathe ... to take in the craziness of what we do and how we do it.
It is one hour of smiles and laughs with fellow administrators and
managers about a topic that truthfully only we get. Cameron Cox,
III, MHA, FACMPE, MSOC Health, Chapel Hill, NC.
The Science of Management – A Scientific Approach to Decision
Making - Using a scientiﬁc approach in healthcare has always
made sense. Clinicians and practitioners do this daily in fact.
Practice management can also utilize the same principles that
are found in the common scientiﬁc approach to problem solving
or decision making. This multi-faceted presentation will feature
two or three real examples that all healthcare practices face and

apply management science techniques to these problems using
actual tools and formulas. Attendee participation is encouraged
throughout this interactive session. Cameron Cox, III, MHA,
FACMPE, MSOC Health, Chapel Hill, NC.
Physician Burnout - Relentless changes, uncertainty of reform and administrative details all
challenge the ability to provide the best possible
care. As a result, burnout occurs, which is a growing phenomenon amongst physicians, but one
that must be understood and addressed through
appropriate levels of support and intervention. The consequences
of not confronting this issue can negatively affect your physician
relationships, and even worse, your patient relationships. This
session focuses on the root causes of physician burnout and addresses what can be done to lessen the imbalance between workplace demands and the resources available to fill those demands.
Brandt Jewell, The Coker Group, Alpharetta, GA.
Analyzing a Payer Offer and Modeling Counter
Offers - Once you identify what payers’ rates are
needing the most improvement and when/how
you can approach them, you get a payer to the
table to negotiate…but then what do you do when
they say…”we are not negotiating at this time,”
or “what did you have in mind?” Don’t blow the opportunity to
achieve your improvement goals by using less than adequate data
or analysis. This session walks you through how to create an offer
and evaluate a counter offer based on tried and true methods
so you are confident that both the aggregate improvement and
the code specific impact are figures you and your doctors can
live with. In this session we will: Identify through analysis which
payers need the most renegotiation attention; Determine needed
improvements and how to Create/Evaluate/Counter offer. Penny

Noyes, Health Business Navigators, Bowling Green, KY.
Considerations Before Walking Away from a Payer/Network
Agreement…and How to Do It - It’s scary, but sometimes the best
course of action with a payer or network is to not participate any
more with either all of a payer’s products or a specific product.
Explore the many factors a practice should consider before making
the decision, among them the financial impact, the laws that apply,

confidentiality clauses, the population that will be affected and
more. And then if you decide it is in your best interest to walk,
discover how to manage and properly initiate the process and
minimize the havoc that such a decision can cause for the practice
and your patients. Many states have member notice requirements
and/or continuity of care laws that will dictate some of the steps
you will need to take. Communicate with your patients on their
options to continue care or transfer to other providers. And brief
your staff on how to handle calls, scheduling, and claims, including
payers that send claims payments directly to the patients. This
session will cover: what factors should be considered before
walking; how to initiate the process and manage timelines; how to
ensure compliance with contracts and laws; and ways to minimize
havoc for patients and practice. Penny Noyes, Health Business
Navigators, Bowling Green, KY.
Blending the Changing Types of Physicians in Your Practice Monumental change has become commonplace for physicians as
they navigate the evolution of EHRs, the shift towards value-based
reimbursement, and an increasingly active practice acquisition
environment. Physicians often bifurcate themselves as those
nearing retirement (old) or those with many years left to practice
medicine (young), which divides a medical group’s perspective on
investing in the future / embracing change versus riding status
quo off into the sunset. The generational gap is widened by the
shift in expectations towards a more manageable work life balance
emblematic of the younger physician generations. This session will
outline the challenges of managing physicians with misaligned
priorities and perspectives and recommendations to keep both
generations engaged, productive, and aligned with organizational
objectives. Brandt Jewell, The Coker Group, Alpharetta, GA.
Expense Management & the Cost of an Appointment - Many
consultants discuss ways to improve revenue such as adding
ancillary revenue, collecting more up front, and constantly
ensuring that your insurance agreements are at their maximum.
With the constant pressure of decreasing reimbursement and high
deductible plans, cash flow can quickly become a concern. This
session is a discussion of ideas to assist in expense management.
The presentation will identify effective methods for managing
and planning strategically for expenses. Cameron Cox, III, MHA,
FACMPE, MSOC Health, Chapel Hill, NC.
Sexual Harassment: Their Time is Up – Sexual
harassment has been the biggest topic in the news
in recent days. Much of the current conversation
revolves around high-powered individuals who
have lost their jobs, status or reputation after
engaging in sexual harassment. This seminar
explores that aspect but expands the conversation
to include why individuals hesitate to report inappropriate
behavior in the workplace and to explore the long-term effects of
such conduct on the persons who have been harassed. We will also
discuss the financial harm caused by sexual harassment to medical
practices and individuals such as money damages paid in lawsuits
as well as intangible damages such as loss of reputation and status.
Also covered will be some proactive solutions to prevent and correct
all forms of harassment and discrimination in the workplace.
Aime Remington, J.D., LandrumHR, Pensacola.

Serving the “Millennial” Patient - Design thinking
is an empathetic, human-centered approach to
problem solving. Healthcare providers can use
this approach to mimic other service industries
like technology and hospitality in serving the
modern patient. This presentation will discuss
what the research says about the expectations
Millennial patients have of their service providers, as well as how
these changing expectations are raising the bar for all consumers
– not just Millennials. To stay competitive and relevant, healthcare
providers need to ﬁnd ways to deliver not only personalized
medicine but a fully personalized experience in every interaction
with their patients. Lee Katherine Ayerhart, MHA, CMPE, MSOC
Health, Chapel Hill, NC.
Emergency Planning – Preparing Your Practice
for a Natural Disaster or Other Emergency
- Healthcare organizations must be ready to
respond when emergencies happen. Knowing
what to do in the event of an emergency will be
essential for your practice’s economic survival and
its ability to continue to care for patients. Practices
must be ready to react to a multitude of emergency situations
including storms and other natural disasters, fires, communicable
diseases, and even workplace violence. While the task of preparing
contingency plans and creating training programs to respond to
emergencies is daunting, this session will provide the foundation
you can use to prepare your practice to survive a natural disaster or
other emergency. This session will describe the key elements of an
emergency preparedness plan that can respond to likely disasters
and emergencies. We will discuss how to protect your facility, staff,
and patients in the event of a natural disaster, fire, communicable
disease outbreak, workplace violence, or other emergency. At the
end of this session you will be able to identify best practices for
staff training and simulated emergency drills. Dave Gans, MSHA,
FACMPE, Senior Fellow Industry Affairs, MGMA, Denver, CO.
Building an All-Star Team – A practice’s greatest
asset is its team. Do you have the right players
doing the right things? During this session we will
discuss the various complexities of leadership and
building the right team for your practice. How
do you hire the right people and then empower
them to do the right thing? This session will cover:
Boss versus leaders, Leadership qualities, Measuring and coaching.
We will also discuss how to build your dream team and celebrate
success. Chastity Werner, CMPE, RHIT, CRCR, NCP, HIPAATrek,
St. Louis, MO.
Employment Law - The Times are a Changin’… This ain’t your
Daddy’s Workplace - New generations are spearheading change in
the workforce. The old ways of doing business no longer apply. Join
us to learn key ways the current workforce is changing, and what your
business must do to adapt and keep up with the new changes. In this
session, we will cover: Alternative Work Arrangements (Flex time,
remote employees, etc.), Pay Equity, Succession Planning, Violence/
Bullying in the Workplace, Sexual Harassment and Marijuana in
the Workplace. Aime Remington, J.D., LandrumHR, Pensacola.

Redefining Diversity and Exercising Inclusion
- There’s a lot of noise in our world today - a
lot of voices from a lot of directions, telling us
who to listen to, what to think, and how to act.
We’re going to try to cut through some of that
noise. In this session, we’ll work to disrupt any
misinformation about diversity, inclusion, and
privilege. We’ll talk about what these words actually mean, and
what they don’t, and will work together to find out what they mean
to us. You can expect to have an opportunity to align your thinking
around these terms in productive ways, and to connect these ideas
to how you do your job every day, and who you do it with. In this
session we will discuss how to disrupt preconceived notions and
how to interrupt false information. We will also discuss how we can
dismantle socialized “norms” and how to create inclusive spaces.
Daniel Juday, Indiana and Ohio Diversity Council, Columbus, OH.
The Changing Face of Customer Service - Social
media has not only emerged as THE platform
for reaching potential patients, but it has also
become the go-to choice for those of us expecting
instantaneous 24-hour feedback, referrals from
our peers, a place to share experiences, to vent,
and to communicate with businesses. Let the era of social media
customer care begin. Research shows that companies that improve
their customer experience from ‘average’ to ‘wow’ can see a 3050% improvement in key measures (that means more happy
customers, many of which will then share their positive experience
online). When it comes to patient interactions, it’s now vital for
doctors and practice administrators to understand what the next
generation of being online means, and to have a plan for managing
it effectively. Mastering the art of social media customer care is
a fundamental part of keeping your patients happy, resolving
their problems or questions quickly, and boosting your credibility.
Jennifer Thompson, Insight Marketing Group, Orlando.
Fundamentals of an Operational Assessment - In this session we
will cover why an operational assessment is important and how
your practice can learn from the findings. We will discuss how to
identify key areas and stakeholders in your assessment. We will
review pre-assessment reports and data and cover areas that
include: Contracting/enrollment, patient access, clinical workflow,
back office, billing processes, systems utilization and month end
and annual reports. Chastity Werner, CMPE, RHIT, CRCR, NCP,
HIPAATrek, St. Louis, MO.

Florida Legislative Update - The 2019 Florida
Legislative Session once again featured a number
of proposals aimed to dramatically change the way
Florida doctors practice medicine. What does your
practice need to know before new laws take effect
on July 1? Have major laws in recent years really
had the desired effect? What can we expect as the 2020 Legislative
Session begins with committee work in just three months? Join
Bryan Campbell, CEO of the Duval County Medical Society as he will
help you make sense of the politics and impact on your practice.
Bryan Campbell, Duval County Medical Society, Jacksonville.
MGMA Washington Update - This update will
provide timely information on the status of
pertinent healthcare issues under consideration
by Congress and federal regulatory agencies.
Attendees will learn about recent legislative
and regulatory developments affecting medical
groups, gain a deeper understanding of these changes and their
impact on the day-to-day activities of medical group practices, and
be directed to clarifying resources. Specific topics include 2019
implementation details for the Medicare Quality Payment Program,
as well as payment policy changes finalized under the 2019
Medicare Physician Fee Schedule, among a host of other timely
issues. These will include: 2019 implementation details for the
Merit-Based Incentive Payment System and alternative payment
models, Medicare Physician Fee Schedule payment and policy
changes, and key federal health policy issues, including compliance
and health information technology related topics. Drew Voytal,
MGMA Dept. of Governmental Affairs, Washington, DC.
The Passion of the Playmaker and the Secrets
of World Class Competitors – This session will
walk through, in a elegant way, inside the sacred
huddle of world class competitors & PLAYMAKERS.
Holloway reveals how to create LEADERS that win,
and win, and win again…in the face of massive
competition, disruption and adversity. Participants will learn the
secrets of the Champions who will consistently outperform the
competition and make the ‘impossible’ happen. You will leave
with actionable takeaways that can be put into practice right away.
David Holloway, Former NFL Player, Professional Speaker and
Author.

Conference Information
Conference Hotel
Florida MGMA is excited to be having our annual conference at the Hyatt
Regency Grand Cypress. Escape to one of Orlando’s most renowned luxury
resorts; Hyatt Regency Grand Cypress. Set within a 1500 acre paradise –
that includes 45 holes of Jack Nicklaus Signature Design golf, this awardwinning Lake Buena Vista resort offers a serene retreat ambiance that
appeals to families and business travelers alike. Take advantage of the
endless selection of on-site activities including golf, a tennis and racquet
club, a 21 acre lake with water sports, a 1/2 acre lagoon swimming pool
with waterfalls and waterslides and Camp Hyatt children’s programs.
Make your hotel reservations directly with The Hyatt Regency Grand
Cypress at 866-649-1539 and identify yourself as part of the Florida MGMA
Conference to receive our group rate. The rates are $199 for a Standard Garden View Room per night. The Resort Fee for our block
is reduced to $10.00 from the standard $39.38 rate per night. You can make your reservations online by going to our website
at www.flmgma.com under Annual Conference and click the link provided. Our Group Code is: G-MG19. Reservations will be
accepted in our group block until May 10, 2019 or until the group block is sold out.

Conference Registration
The registration fee covers all meetings, handouts, meals, social functions and breaks. If you plan to bring a spouse or guest to
attend Wednesday’s Opening Reception and Casino Night, tickets may be purchased on the enclosed registration form. Conference
breakfast and lunch functions are for registered attendees and exhibitors only. Attire for the conference is business casual. A jacket
or sweater is suggested at your discretion.

Conference Fees
Before 5/15/2019
Florida MGMA Member			
Non Member				
Florida MGMA Student Member

$395.00			
$525.00			
$150.00			

After 5/15/2019
$445.00
$575.00
$200.00

(Full-Time Student Only)

Refund Policy
Cancellations received prior to May 15, 2019 are subject to a $50.00 processing fee. Cancellations after May 15, 2019 and no-shows
cannot be refunded. Substitutions from within the same group are acceptable. Please submit request for cancellations in writing
to: flmgma@yahoo.com or via fax to: (205) 981-2901.

CME Credit
American College of Medical Practice Executives (ACMPE) credit hours have been assigned to this program.

FLORIDA

REGISTER NOW AT www.flmgma.com

